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Ab~rruci-iP telephony is eurrently evolvine fmm a more or less stil- architecture that we have develoced and im~lemented. This in- 
1 experimeiital towa& a.carrier grade servicewhich har the potential of Cludes a &ical evaluation of ;he specifick ~f basic software 
extensive use both within the Intemet as well ar in Inlranets. Cnrnntly we 
see the rwo signaling protocol familler H.323 and S1P existing and further cOmPnents as as the features Of oursystem' Then we 
evoiviiig simuitaneousiy. For both, etiorb are danr to not oniy ertsblish ba- our approach for enhancing the gateway for Supplementary Sec- 
sie ealls but to enable so called Supplementary Services. Thir is generally vices On the example of a H.450 to SIP mapping scenario. Fi- 
mnsidered one precondition for replacing the hinelionality of exlrting mn- nally we conclude arid give an outlook future tasks 
venlioiial PBXs on top of a standsrd pmtoml. Nevertheless solutions that 
support more then just bavic eall ~ e n a r i a s  are a t  the moment SUI and activities. . . 
based on pmprietary pmtocols or pmtorol extemions. 

Since we assume that both H323 and SIP are going to m U s t  for alanger 11. IP  TELEPHONY SIGNALING PKOTOCOLS 
tuture period, gateways between both pmtorol families are ollarge lnterst  
and research. standardization and development actinties have been speol n i e  Wo existine Li teleohonv sienaline orotocols H.323 111 . < -  -. . . 
oii thwe. and SIP 1:2] are currently evolving simultaneously. Both deal 

As Part of an indwtry research woperation we hava (indepndently 
fmm other e ~ o m )  develaped arid deplayed hlly Open souW H . 3 2 m  wich the standardized setup, communication parameter negotia- 
gateway. The paper ~hows its eoneepll and describes its use as a power- tioidexchange and teardown of two- or multi-party communica- 
ful reference implementation baslr for further devclopment targetingat thr tion sessions, While H.323 has been within rhe f ~ u s  of espe. 
mapping arid gatewaying of Supplementary Services Our gateway's mod- cially vendors with streng PBX arid classical telephony back. utar, flexible and extensible arehitechire as well as the wage of ~erlpting 
fundianality both for eonflguration as W ~ I I  as intemai pmtocoi pro-. W u n d  for a langer period, SlP meanwhile a VeY high 
ing enables the wage olditierent basic foftware companents (e.g. pmtocol attraction both from the research community as well as from e- 
qiacksi in r last prn8ot)ping wa). Wc cnnsider thk esperiall) 1mportant.s. qu,pment s , ,~ p r o v i ~ c r r  nerc hns bcen number of 
inie the exbting freely a\ailabie stark$ ( r u h  as OpenH3231 dn nut ruppun 
H1511 or SIP Sup~leinentary Service, at thc rnument. publicaiions (31. 14). [SI thai crii!;dlly review and compnre ihe . . 

Key~,ords-IP Telephany, SIP, H323. Gateway, Supplementary Services, 
Rapid Pmtatyping and Testing of Services 

Providing gateway functionality between different protocol s- 
tacks is a ongoing task and challenge. For making an operational 
prototype or even a product, designers and implementors do not 
only have to find and describe the mappings between the proto- 
col primitives of both signaling "worlds" but also to establish a 
framework for "glueing" protocol stacks and their implementa- 
tions together. In most cases this work can not start from scratch. 
but has to consider theexistingdesign of the components that get 
connected. Thus, their implementation. interfaces and dynamic 
behavior may be more or less suited for usage within a common 
application. In general. combining [wo software products that 
have been implemented independently and without considering 
funher combined use. is not an easv task. 

In addition to basic call connectivity iP telephony has to offer 
services that are comparable or even more sophisticated services 
than those of the PSTN. 

The paper is organized in the following main parts. After a 
shon introduction of the 1P signaling protocols H.323 and SIP. 
their specifics and implications for intenvorking we present the 
requirements for the gateway followed by a descnption of the 

pmtocols features and do mainly address complexity and com- 
munication overhead. 

Especially when doing experiments on poning as well H.323 
as SiP software to small end systems (such as the most recent 
generation of PDAs mnning WinCE or Linux) we have found, 
that the more lightweight and extendable SIP approach has a 
nurnber of benefits conceming critena such as necessary com- 
puting power and even more serious memory footprinti 

Both protocol families agree upon the usage of RTP 161 for 
exchanging media and its companion RTCP €01 controlling and 
spccfiy a number of well-defined audio codecs (e.g. [7], [E], [9]) 
for transmitting media data, but differ in the way control infor- 
mation is exchanged and processed within the intemal protocol 
stak machines. 

Since the coexistence of both protocol families is expected 
for a longer future period. gatewaying between both - thus en- 
abling interconnected end systems to use their specific signaling 
and protocol semantics while mapping them transparently - is 
a challenge for appropriate intenvorking units. Their concepts 
have been described in a nurnber of publications 1101, [ I I ]  and 
companies as well as number of implementors within the re- 
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search community [I21 are working on building such solutions. 

111. THE H.323lSIP GATEWAY PROTOTYPE 

A. Srarting siruarion 

An interworking unit between the two protocols that has to 
meet the tequirements of protocol conformity, call sequence 
mapping and direct RTPRTCP media exchange between the 
communication endpoints (described in detail in [13], [14]) 
should try to use existing or evolving protocol stacks thus low- 
ering the necessary implementation effort. Out initial require- 
ments for an implementation are listed in Table I. 

Requirement I Irnplications 

. Usage Conditions (Open Source vs. Evaluation Version 
vs. Commercial Only Version) 

After an evaluarion of several software packages (addition- 
ally to the used stacks we considered the DynarnicSoft SIP s- 
tack [15], the software fonning the sipd package 1161 and lib- 
dissipate [17]) we have chosen the SIP protccol stack provid- 
ed by Vovida [I81 to integrate with the OpenH323 [I91 H.323 
implementation. Mainly because they are both Open Source, 
supported by a large developer community, have evolved rather 
fast. do support multiple platforms and have meanwhile reached 
a certain level of maturity. 

Basic Interworking Func- 
tionality 

nisms 

B. Basic garewaying appmach 

Support for H.323- as well 
as SIP-originated calls from 

UAs becoming "virtual" 
H.323 subscribers as well as 
for participants in "protocol 

Figure 1 shows the the basic concept of interworking between 
H.323 and SIP using out H.323lSIP-Gateway 1201 as well as the 
interaction of tbe components. 

The gateway component handles the mapping, forwarding 
and execution of the appropnate signaling messages, where- 
as the RTP media streams are exchanged directly between the 
caller and callee. 

terminals I User Agents with 
at least minimal interopera- 
ble media encodings 

Handling of different locat- Support for co-location with 
ing and addressing & mecha- H.323 gatekeepers and SIP 

Modi  SUrsmlng Admis~ion Contra1 . Suppi. Services clouds" with configurable 
way and lccation of address 

media endpoint descnption- 
s are available (e.g. H.323~1 
vs. H323 versions with sup- 
port for Fast Connect) 

RTP 
~ ~ d i .  r- 

Extensihility 

1 

I 1 SIP signsiing / I I, 

a time as well as for mul- 
tiple parallel calls in a full- 
featured version 
Support for different proto- 
col stacks as well as addi- 
tional features (such as Sup- 
plementary Services) as they 
become available 

In order to meet those requirements in an efficient way we did 
an evaluation and pre-selection of H.323 and SIP base compo- 
nents that has been based on the following critena: 

Availabilily, stability and functionality of tbe package (client- 
only vs. full-featured including server component) . Development and mntime platform (Operating System, im- 
plementation language and ponability) . Obtainability of program source code and adaptability . lnteroperability . Estimated complexity of direct integration witb other compo- 
nents 

TABLE 1 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE GATEWAY 

Fig. I .  Interworking between H 3 2 3  und SIP 

The gateway is first of all supposed to work in a simple s- 
cenario just using directly connected H.323 temiinals and SIP 
User Agents. To be really useful in a "real-world environmen- 
t" it has to support clients attached via fully deployed "protocol 
clouds" (H.323 terminals using the Gatekeeper Mediated Call 
Model, SIP User Agents communicating via "chains" of Proxy 
and Redirect Servers) as well. 

We now provide basic information on the building blocks of 
our implementation. 

C. Vovidn SIP Archirecture 

Implementations using the Vovida SIP stack (such as the SIP 
User Agent sua) are usually built using an intemal Finite Sratr 
Machine (FSM) tbat is driven by events. 

The stack originates and receives messages which are for- 
warded via an intemal FIFO. All the events dnving the inter- 
nal FSM are encapsulated as objects. Existing events that also 
cany Parameter information and can thus be extended and new 
events can easily be added. The same applies to tbe addition- 
al transitions which can be notated in a standardized way. The 
implementations multi-threaded asynchronous message passing 



approach without the necessity to explicitly call functions di- 
rectly makes the approach very suitable €01 loosely coupled in- 
teraction and enhancement with other implementations. 

D. OpenH323 Architecture 

OpenH323 applications are built on top of the powerful net- 
work. interprocess communication and threading library pwlib. 
The source package also provides an ASN.l Parser, that auto- 
matically generates code €01 parsing and generating H.323 P- 
DUs from their standardized ASN.1 description. The handling 
and processing of signaling messages is encapsulated in an ob- 
ject oriented way which provides simple but powerful means €01 

extensions. The stack is organized using method calls and call- 
backs that are associated with the protocol and sote transitions. 

"Primitives" like OnlncomingCall or OnOpenLogicaIChan- 
nel can easily be enhanced to add additional functionality such 
as the extraction and modification of source or target addresses 
and pom when processing the RTP endpoint descriptions in the 
gateway case. Enhancements benefit from the clear object ori- 
ented structure of the software as well as from the availability 
of not just an OpenH323 based H.323 terminal but also other 
components like a H.323PSTN gateway (pstngw as part of the 
base package) that shows a possible interworking functionality. 
As well as an OpenH323 based gatekeeper [211 as a represen- 
tation how to deal with requests from multiple communication 
panners. 

E. Straight-forward Integration 

The OpenH321 stack uses unique call identifiers referring to 
a particular call and can be enhanced in a more "close coupling" 
way by directly calling its methods or registering new methods 
to be called. We have used that appmach for our very first gate- 
wayingexperiments, thus integrating the SIP stack as well as the 
OpenH323 part in just one common executable holding all the 
functionality. 

E More generalried Gareway Architecture 

While the direct integration of two protocol stacks is a valu- 
able approach for creating a first pmtotype, a more general de- 
sign must be used for implementing a system that can fulfill its 
task using a stable and more or less persistent core logic, while 
combining i t  with alternative protocol stacks or newer versions 
of the existing ones. We had to face a rather rapid development 
of both OpenH323 and Vovida SIP with even changing and non 
backward compatible classes and interfaces during our pmject 
period. Thus a redesign of the gateway has been done, leading 
to a highly modular system architecture. 

Alternative protocol stack implementations ean now be in- 
tegrated as "plug-ins", by implementing the "glueing" code to 
connect a new component with the well-designed interfaces of 
the system. Figure 2 shows the sinicture of the recent system. 
with the protocol stacks actually used in grey color and alterna- 
tives indicated by dashed lines and boxes. 

In this architecture, a Confrguration Manager provides the 
means to connect the gateway with the SIP and H.323 world. 
The Connection Manager handles the sei of the active connec- 
tions between two end-points that belong to the different signal- 
ing worlds. For each new session a Connection object is created. 

Fig. 2. SIPM.323 Gaieway Architecrure 

that encapsulates the objects which perform the "translation" of 
the Parameters between the two protocols. The H2S component 
is responsible €01 the mapping of the H.323 messages and state 
transitions to the their S1P Counterparts, while the S2H compo- 
nenr is responsible for the reverse translation. 

l k o  interfaces have been defined to increase the modulari- 
ty of the system. The design of the SIPlnteface and the 
H3231nteiface is based on the set of supponed messages of 
each protocol. Each different message is mapped to a specif- 
ic method. For example, in the SIP protocol the INVITE mes- 
sage is mapped in the InviteO cornmand. Each Parameter of the 
iNVITE message is an argument in the InviteO method. The 
interface €01 the H.323 protocol has been designed similarly. S- 
ince H.323 is a more complex protocol stack, sub-interfaces can 
be defined €01 each protocol included in the suite (e.g. H.245, 
H.225, etc.). 

The integration of the core gateway components wich ihe im- 
plementation of the pmtocol sracks is supported by the abstrac- 
tion of "Linkage" components. Implementation specific parts 
€01 each supported stack and their adaption are placed inside 
Chose. In our implementation, there are two specific compo- 
nents to integrate the system with the Vovida SIP protocol s- 
tack and the OpenH323 protocol srack. For the SIP part, the 
LinkageToVovida component inside the LinkageToSIP compo- 
nent communicates wich the core Vovida S1P stack thmugh the 
asynchronous F'iFO that processes every event in the protocol 
stack. 

Similarly, in order to integrate the OpenH323 protocol stack, 
a new module has been realized, tbe LinkageToOpenH323, that 
implements the callback interface of the OpenH323, as it is re- 
quired from the specific implenientation. All the moditication 
and the implementation details regarding the integration with the 
specific protocol stacks have been kept in the "Linkage" compo- 
nents. leaving the rest of the system independent. 

The armws in Figure 2 visualize the dynamic behavior of the 
components. A new SIP message that mives in the gateway is 
received from the Vovida component and through the Linkape- 



'ToSIP layer, it is passed to the S2H component. S2H translates Its current features are listed in Table 11. Naturally it interop- 
the Parameters to the H.323 equivalents and it calls the Link- erates with the SIP User Agent sua that is part of the Vovida 
aeeToH323 comoonent. which imolements the H323Interiace. orotocol stack. 
The later component is passing the information to the Open- 
H323 protocol stack and the new message is transmitted to ad- Feature I Conformance 
dressed receiver. I Media capabilities I Support for participants us- j 

G Flexibiliiy b.y means of Scripting 

Within the gateway development and customization there are 
a number of situations where flexible means of descrihing the 
parsing. modification or generation of signaling PDUs or events 
and states within the system are very valuable. While this can 
be done using compiled ccde it restricts the flexihility and op- 
portunities for rapid prototyping of new mechanisms. 

Scripting languages can solve some of these tasks very well. 
Their drawbacks such as slower execution as weil as just limit. 
ed "compile-time"1static type and conectness checking can be 
accepted within the envimnment we have. 

Figure 3 shows the usage for address mapping but the the 
approach can be used for the notation of dynamic protocol se- 
quences as well. 

Protocol support 

EnvironmentlntegratiOnand 
Address Mapping 

Scalability 

TABLE 11 

CURRENT GATEWAV FEATURES 

On the H.323 side we were ahle to successfully test the gate- 
., .ip,nmnunL~qI way with a number of H.323 gatekeepers from different vendors 
El h323.~~8lcd-y! (Tenovis, Siemens) as well as with the Open Source gatekeeper 

opengate [21] and the clients NetMeeting. OpenH323 ohphone 
(formerly voxilla) and the LP5100 IP phone. 

I.  Availabilify of other implementations 
L.lli"l inu.<uc,r"Rlnriir dW,i", I 

ing G.711 (no further codec 
negotiation even if both par- 
ticipants can suppon those, 
yet) 
SIP and H.323 according to 
the features of the build- 
ing stacks, support for both 
H.323vl style and Fast Con- 
nect call setup 
H.323 Gatekee~er-less Or 

Gatekeeper-attached mode 
using configurable address 
mapping within the gateway 
Support for multiple parallel 
calls 

""""""h'" '"4"'" 

I 

By the time we finished the first gateway implementation 
for our research contractor another comparable implementation 
[23] comhining the pmtocol stack used within the Columbia U- 

Fig. 3. lntegrating scripting functionality niversity sipd and OpenH323 became available. It is distributed 
in a binary evaluation version and source code can be ohtained 

We have chosen to integrate oTcl, an object oriented variant arid licensed for evaluation arid further use, 
of Tcl, because of its flexibility, easy integration with Unix IPC We our implementation as to extent similar to 
mechanisms and even direct C or C++ linkage. Its mechanisms this one, while our intended licensing policy will  differ 
have shown to be well suited for the notation and computation gateway can now (after we reached an  agreement with the re- 
0f even cOm~lex algOrithms [221. During the develO~ment arid serirch contractor) released fu]ly Open Sourcc. Additionally we 
test process of the gateway a certain functional bleck can be will it as an research arid ,mplementation hasis for the inte. 
ccded as a call to an oTcl function. This one itself does either g,tion of Supplemenrary Services, 
use generic Tcl ccde or may wrap native ccde that is loaded as 
a shared lihrary at mntime. 1V. CHALLENGES FOR 1P TELEPHONY SERVICE 

This allows to huild and dynamically modify data and signal- ENHANCEMENTS 
ing paths by pas ing information through (named) pipe 1, general we can distinguish between ~~~~l~~~~~~~ ser. 
and via command line arguments. vices (which implies a well defined meaning within the H.450.n 

pmtocol framework in the H.323 world) and a more general set 
H.  Gaieway featrrre set and intemperabilify of additional hinctionality that we can call Value Added Ser- 

The gateway is able to handle multiple connections that are vices (such as e.g. Presence or lnstant Messaging Services as 
identified by the persistent callReferenceValue (CRV) on the well as the description and customization of complex Commu- 
H.323 side as well as by the unique SIP call identifiers on the nication Workflows). They differ in both where and by which 
SIP side. Since just the control data but no RTP audio packets basic mechanisms they are provided, composed and fumished. 
have to be exchanged via the gateway it does not form a perfor- 
mance bottleneck. A. Service Description and Parameterization 

The implementation has been tested with different infrasmc- The Ca11 Pmcessing Longuage (CPL) 1241 approach primar- 
t u e  and end system components both on the H.323 and SIP side. ily addresses service parameterization by untmsted developeis 



Or Users within both end as well as infrastmcture systems. It 
uses XML for notating the processing of Parameters and the in- 
tended functionality. Following the iN-Service model CPL is 
shictly formalized and uses a decision graph technique, hence a 
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), to describe the flow of the pro- 
gram. This allows methods for analyzing worst-case paths and 
a guarantee for well-defined termination. 

CPL scripts can be transported and placed either by out-of- 
band means but preferably using core protocol mechanisms such 
as the transport as payload of a SIP REGISTER message. The 
usage of CPL for creating and describing service logic for H.323 
telephony systems is currently under evaluation and ongoing 
discussion with participation of experts from hoth the ITU as 
well as the IETF groups. 

B. Itlregration Mechoriisms 

Whereas the CPL approach assumes a mntime-environment 
that has been pre-established within the infrastmcture and end 
system components (and primarily needs to he parameterized), 
services can also be provided at a lower (more implementation 
centric) level. 

At the momerit two programming language and implementa- 
tion mechanisms for SIP are proposed. For tmsted developers 
an extended CGI (Common Gateway Interface) called SIP C- 
GI [251 is considered. The CGI technique is well known for 
creating dynamic content for web pages or uiggering extemal 
interactions in the http envimnment. It is well-suited for devel- 
oping applications using any programming language and having 
access to any resource. 

Another approach is the use of the Servlet technology. A SIP 
Servler [26] is a specialized Servlet which executes telephony 
service logic. It is written in Java code and interacts with a SIP 
server or a "Servlet-Engine". The standardized Server API 1271 
allows to mn the code on all Servlet-enabled Servers. Because it 
defines a possibly standardized framework and JAVA compile- 
and runtime checkings as well as security precautions, we con- 
ceptually see it between the stringent restrictions of a CPL and 
the cornplete (but often also undesired and dangerous) openness 
of SIP CGI. 

C Relevoncr fur Gateway Design 

The approaches build a solid base for writting and installing in 
particular high level Supplementary Services, whereas our ini- 
tial focus lies more on Ca11 Cantrol services. The gateway must 
handle the mappings between the protocols H.450 and SIP first 
of all to ensure an seamless and transparent intenvorking. De- 
sign and implementation should consider the above mentioned 
approaches though. 

V. PROVIDING GATEWAY FUNCTIONALITY FOR 
SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES 

Existing H.323lSIP gateway implementations only support 
intenvorking for basic call functionality while intenvorking for 
Supplementary Services is (as far as public information is avail- 
able) not provided yet. Since exactly those services are consid- 
e r d  cmcial for widespread User acceptance we expect this to 
change rapidly within the near future. 

At the moment the definition of the feature set and appro- 
priate protocol mappings [13], [ l l ]  are under development and 
standardization. The iTü-T Recommendations H.450 specify 
several ISDN-like services for H.323, whereas Supplementary 
Services for SIP are specified within the Working Groups of the 
IETF. 

A. Signaling Pmtocol Extensions 

Describing and configuring a service can only be based on 
the functionality that the underlying protocol provides. This in- 
volves hoth the specification and standardization of new proto- 
col sequences using existing PDUs and methods as well as the 
definition of new ones. if this is necessary. 

Ca11 Tramfer [28], Ca11 Park arid Pickup [29] and a com- 
prehensive set of features comparable to those well-known for 
the classical ISDN [30], [31], 1321. [33] are defined as Supple- 
mentary Services for the H.323 environment within the H450 
protocol series. The ITU Recommendations basically define a 
detailed, stringent and complete set of new (A)PDUs needed for 
a service, whereas the SIP approach appem to be more "func- 
tionality and mechanism cenuic". 

Consequently a conceptional framework [341 for enhancing 
SLP with Supplementary Services has been derived meanwhile. 
On this basis two more drafts. that address dedicated Call Con- 
trol services - Call Transfer [35] and Call Diversion lndication 
[36] - are available. 

Once protocol primitives are established. they have to be 
integrated and parameterized using higher layer mechanisms. 
Defining a comprehensive operational system does not need a 
"part by part" but an integrated system approach. Design and 
implementation decisions definitely have a general effect and 
often alternatives can be chosen for where to place a certain 
functionality. Therefore we consider these higher layer mech- 
anisms within out intenvorking scenario as well. 

B. Analysis of Use Cases and pmrocul mappings 

Whereas the definition and deployment of services within one 
protocol world is already a challenge, their interoperability in 
hybrid signaling scenarios is a task, that protocol gatrways will 
have to deal with in the future. Therefore we will show an ana- 
lysis of possible scenarios and their implications for enabling 
appropriate mechanisms within out gateway. We have chosen 
the following example. because it involves general basic func- 
tionality that can be refound and adapted in other scenarios. 

The ITU-T Recommendation H.450.2 (Call Transfer) de- 
scribes the service which enables the served User A to transform 
an established call (user A - user B) into a new call between User 
B and a user C selected by User A. The involved H.323 and SIP 
patties are shown in Figure 4. 

Participant~ may be located in three different "zones", each 
with an own Gatekeeper or Registrar I Proxy Server. 

A SIP client (SIPi) is talking to an H.323 client (H.323)  
through a gateway. This call should be transfered into a call 
between this H.323 and another SiP client (SIP2). For sim- 
plification we do not explicitly show Gatekeeper or Registrar 
interaction for resolving symbolic names or addresses. 

To enable Call Transfer between a H.323 and a SIP clien- 
t. the SiP side should use a modified stack supporting the SIP 



Fig. 4. Sehemaric scenwio for Call Transfer 

REFER 1351 call control extension and must interact with an 
H.323 stack supporting H.450.2. The sequence of rnessages be- 
tween the gateways and the three entities ( S I R ,  H.323, CIIPz) 
is descnbed schernatically within the following paragraph. Ad- 
ditionally signaling details are shown in Figure 5. 

In SIP an unattended transfer (the Counterpart to the blind 
transfer in H.323) of a call is instantiated by laying the con- 
nection with the endpoint, which should be transfered, on hold. 
This can be achieved by sending an INVITE (hold) rnessage (2). 
When this is confirrned, a REFER message (3) from the transfer- 
or to the transferee is sent. If the transferee is willing to accept 
the call transfer, it signals this by a 202 ACCEFTED rnessage. 

The REFER rnethod indicates, that the recipient should con- 
tact a third pany using the contact infonnation provided in the 
method. The REFER message is "translated" by the gateway 
into its H.323 equivalent. a FACILITY request (3). The REFER 
method indicates, that the recipient should eontact a third party 
using rhe contact infomation provided in the method. 

To transfer the call the REFER-headers Refer-To and 
Referred-By are used to convey the necessary infonnation. On 
the H.323 side the FACILITY message is a 4.931 message type 
defined within the H.225 protocol [37]. Both rnessages con- 
tain (among other infonnation) the address of the new endpoint. 
With this infonnation a H.225 SETUP sequence (5) to the new 
endpoint is initialized, which is tumed into an iNViTE message 
from the H.323lSIP-Gateway. 

After a successful negotiation between the H.323 client and 
SIfi (rnessages sequence 5) and the receipt of a CONNECT 
(6) messages at H.323 the initial connection is released (8) using 
H.225.0 RELEASE COMPLETE message. On the SIP side the 
connection is tom down by the gateway, using a sequence of 
NOTIFY (8) and 200 OK, BYE and 200 OK (9). 

The generally known and implemented intenvorking tech- 
niques can be used to perform the appropriate the H.323lSIP 
and H.245lSDP (capability handling) mappings. 

The description (with its several mappings and transitions) 
should show that the (prototyping) lest and deployment of Sup- 

Fig. 5 .  Call Transfer signaling with gareways 

plementary Services can benefit from the availability of a flex- 
ible notation and mntime Support for protocol sequences and 
payloads within the gateway. 

C. Integrating Supplementaty Services into our Gareway 

To enable Supplementary Services over a gateway, several of 
the cornponents shown in Figure 2 are involved and have to be 
changed or enhanced. 

First of all. signaling stacks that provide the low-level func- 
tionality for the services (being able to generate and interpret 
appropriate PDUs such as FACILITY and REFER in our exam- 
ple) have to be chosen and integrated. By interfacing them via 
Linkage modules this is possible either by enhancing the exist- 
ing stacks or replacing them witb new ones without breaking the 
core functionality. 

The protocol rnessage translation and their semantic interpre- 
tation will be done within the core components H2S and S2H. 
Through the usage of scripting for notating both static rnessage 
mappings as well as dynamic protocol state transitions our im- 
plernentation is well suited for doing that in a fast rapid prolo- 
typing way. 

We consider this integrated scripting functionality as one of it- 
s main benefits, because it enables us to quickly react on changes 
in the specifications and do selective tests. Additionally the 
question of whether unexpected and undesired feature interac- 
tions may occur can be practically rnonitored. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Within this paper we have described the design and imple- 
rnentation of an extendable full Open Source H.323lSIP gateway 
that will form the core of  our ongoing work on providing Sup- 
plementary Services for both IP telephony protocol worlds. We 
consider the use of scripting within the gateway logic as promis- 
ing approach that should be discussed as work in Progress. 

The source code of the gateway (in its version without H.450 



Support for Supl~lementary Services) will be available as Open 
Source €01 further evaluation and enhancement. 
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